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Potential for neutrinos in nuclear energy and security

Detection techniques from neutrino physics have enabled 
near-field reactor monitoring demonstrations:
• Proposed in 1970’s
• First demonstrated at Rovno (USSR) in 1980’s
• U.S. demonstration at SONGS, early 2000s
Provides non-intrusive measurement capability for 
reactor power and Pu production

SONGS1 detector at 
the San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating 
Station (2003-2007)

V.A. Korovkin et al., Atomic Energy, 65, 712-718 (1988)

N. S. Bowden, Phys.Conf.Ser. 136 (2008) 022008

https://doi.org/10.1007/BF01123011
https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/136/2/022008
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IAEA Report STR-361

2008 Focused Workshop 
on Antineutrino 

Detection for 
Safeguards Applications

2011 Ad-Hoc Working 
Group on Safeguards 

Applications of 
Antineutrino Detectors 
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4. Conclusions: 

It was generally agreed that the meeting of the ad hoc working group of antineutrino experts and 
IAEA staff had been  beneficial, providing the experts with a deeper understanding of how safeguards 
approaches are developed, their purpose, and how they typically incorporate several contributing 
elements that enable the IAEA to draw independent safeguard conclusions. 

While the IAEA does not, at this time, foresee the use of antineutrino technology in support of current 
safeguards, it remains interested in possible useful developments in this scientific area. The IAEA is 
also grateful to several Member States for their individual initiatives in supporting antineutrino R&D 
in their own countries, while continuing to inform the Agency about their respective efforts. And, 
while the IAEA cannot offer any funding, it will continue to remain an observer of the work of the ad 
hoc working group of antineutrino experts, welcoming collaboration where safeguards guidance may 
be required. 

 

Examples of Potential End User Feedback on Early Demonstrations 

Neutrino applications required technical advances and improved utility understanding
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Technical advance in 2018: 
Aboveground reactor antineutrino detection

§ PROSPECT demonstrated high sensitivity aboveground detection at HFIR 
using Li-6 doped PSD liquid scintillator
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§ MiniCHANDLER prototype performed 
aboveground detection in mobile format

6Li(n,t)a

A. Haghighat et al., Phys. Rev. Applied 13, 034028 (2020)

Enables broader range of deployment scenarios without need for fortuitous overburden or civil construction 

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.131.021802?ft=1
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevApplied.13.034028
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The Nu Tools Study (2019-2021)
An effort to evaluate practical uses for neutrinos via broad input on needs and constraints

Nu Tools provides motivation & guiding principles for the Mobile Antineutrino Demonstrator Project 

14-member Nu Tools study group engaged experts from the nuclear energy 
industry, regulatory, safeguards researcher and practitioner communities

https://nutools.ornl.gov/ 

Relevant Findings:
§ End User Engagement: “.. neutrino technology R&D community is only beginning to 
      engage attentively with end users … further coordinated 
                     exchange is necessary”
§ Technical Readiness:  “... novel system such as a neutrino detector requires a 

      dedicated qualification exercise.”
§ Neutrino System Siting:  “... requires a balance between intrusiveness concerns and 
      technical considerations, where the latter favor a siting as 
      close as possible”
§ Advanced Reactors:   “… present novel safeguards challenges which represent 

      possible use cases for neutrino monitoring”
§ Future Nuclear Deals: “… interest within the policy community in neutrino detection 

     as a possible element of future nuclear deals 

https://nutools.ornl.gov/
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Mobile Antineutrino Demonstrator
Goal: Develop & construct readily mobile ton-scale antineutrino detector system 

The Mobile Antineutrino Demonstrator will:
§ require no infrastructure beyond power & 

deployment footprint
§ operate aboveground with ‘PROSPECT-like’ sensitivity
§ incorporate potential end-user input
§ advance “Technical Readiness” of neutrino 

applications by performing capability demonstration 
in operationally relevant environments

Timeline:
§ 2022-2023: Detector concept R&D, potential host 

and end-user engagement
§ 2023-2024: Technology selection, system design, 

construction & commissioning

Solid-State Detector Technology Options

2D segmentation with 
6Li-doped PSD plastic scintillator

• Novel Material
• Mature PROSPECT-like analysis

3D segmentation with 
6LiZnS & WLS plastic scintillator

(CHANDLER)
• Mature Material
• Novel 3D reco & topological analysis
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Mobile Antineutrino Demonstrator Activities 

Comprehensive effort that will provide foundational technology & knowledge for any near-field use case 

Near-field Detector 
Simulation Framework

Aboveground Background 
Prediction Capability

Prototype Detector 
Measurement Campaigns

Near-field Use Case 
Sensitivity Framework

Reactor Host & Developer  
Engagement

Mobile Enclosure 
Engineering

Aboveground Detector 
R&DEnd User Engagement

Mobile 
Antineutrino 

Demonstrator
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Potential Mobile System/Near-field Use Cases

4

FIG. 1. Opportunities for neutrino-based verification are highlighted on a satellite image of part of the Yongyon site. The
red and white circles around the 5MWe reactor and ELWR correspond to a radius of roughly 50m. Locations suitable for
cooperative deployment of neutrino detectors appear as near as 20m from each core. The purple enclosure indicates a possibly
fenced area; a detector could be deployed outside at a stando↵ of slightly over 100m. The inset at lower right is a concept for a
detector and shielding scheme housed in ISO freight containers, along with a possible mechanism for transporting the detector
to the site. The shaded region at top right indicates where a larger detector in a horizontal tunnel could have an overburden
of at least 100m, at a stando↵ of about 800m (indicated the arrow and arc). Satellite image is from Digital Globe (2013).

demonstrated technology. The PROSPECT-like detector
suggested in the previous paragraph could be assembled
o↵-site, inside a standard shipping container, with lead-
and water-filled containers providing adequate cosmic ray
shielding. The inset in Fig. 1 depicts this concept. On-
site infrastructure requirements and data handling needs
would be comparable to that of conventional radiation
detection systems.

V. NEUTRINO-BASED VERIFICATION OF
REACTORS OVER A WIDER AREA

So far, we have described options for deploying neu-
trino detectors within sight of the reactor buildings.
These are attractive options because they allow the de-
tector to remain small and relatively simple to construct.
With the strong caveat that required detector size (or
observation time) scales as the square of the stando↵
distance, neutrino signals can be detected from farther

away.3 Crucial to these observations are very low back-
ground rates. The low background is achieved by locating
the detectors underground.

At Yongbyon, it could be feasible to monitor shutdown
of both the 5MWe reactor and ELWR from a distance of
800–1000 m. This scenario would require a larger detec-
tor than the cases discussed in the previous two sections.
A well-demonstrated option is a liquid scintillator detec-
tor like those used in the Daya Bay experiment (site of
six such detectors) [12], RENO (two detectors) [13], and
Double Chooz (two detectors) [14]. These detectors re-
quire sizable overburden for cosmic ray shielding. The
480m-high Yaksan mountain, across the Kuryong river

3
Reactor neutrinos have been observed from distances exceeding

100 km in the world’s largest operating liquid scintillator detec-

tor, the 1-kiloton KamLAND located 1 km underground [11].

Note that this detector is roughly 30 times larger than the largest

option we consider for Yongbyon. Over long observation times,

faint reactor neutrino signals have been detected from as far as

1000 km in the 300-ton, very low-background BOREXINO de-

tector located 1.4 km underground [35].

Future Nuclear Deals
§ Verifying a reactor shutdown from 

outside the building
§ Verifying operations consistent with a 

civilian fuel cycle in a potentially dual-
use reactor

§ Creating opportunities for scientific 
engagement 

Advanced Reactor Safeguards
§ Monitoring reactors with bulk fuel 

or opaque coolants, where 
conventional techniques may not 
apply

§ Monitoring multiple small modular 
reactors on a site

§ Reducing in-person inspections

Naval Reactor Verification
§ Using underwater variation of 

MAD-like technology to verify 
presence/enrichment level of 
nuclear reactor in a non-nuclear 
weapon state’s submarine

Cogswell & Huber, PRL 128 241803 (2022)Carr, et al, Science & Global Security (2019)
Use cases characterized for specific international agreements; studies in progress for advanced reactor safeguards

See SMR Safeguards talk (A. Conant)

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.128.241803
https://doi.org/10.1080/08929882.2019.1603007
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Important topics:

§ Reliability
“Predictability, reliability – these are absolutely key for getting something certified”

§ Demonstration fidelity vs. sensitivity
“It’s not necessary to have a fully engineered system for a demonstration, but if self-contained is a selling 
point, the demonstrator needs to be self-contained and simple to operate.”

§ Value of communicating use cases
“Beyond showing that the technology works, it is just as important to be able to tell leadership what the 
unique capabilities and advantages are. Why is this technology valuable, compared to other technologies? ... 
With a novel signal, it is very important to manage expectations. Don’t oversell the technology. Express the 
current state of technology and realistic future performance.”

Engagement with Potential End-Users
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

D. Reyna 3 August 2010 12

Final Deployment at SONGS 

Important topics:

§ Security inspection for PA access

§ Fire Suppression

§ Environmental Control 

§ Safety & Mechanical Assessment

§ Physical Site & System Access

§ Emplacement

§ Communications

§ Electrical Power

Engagement with Reactor Sites & Other Mobile Projects

VIDAAR

PANDASONGS

miniCHANDLER

Pt. Lepreau GS

Hope Creek NGS 

HFIR

ATR

https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/17/10/P10009
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2014.04.065
https://doi.org/10.1109/ANIMMA.2011.6172887
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevApplied.13.034028
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Mobile Enclosure

Provides:

§ compliance with host requirements 
for safety, security, and inspections

§ environmental control, power 
distribution, and connectivity

§ modest detector shielding 

§ safe detector transport
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Bar sizes: 6cm x 6cm x 100cm
 6cm x 6cm x   60cm
  

            5.5cm x 5.5cm x 50cm

§ Advance maturity of 2D and 3D detector concepts: 
— Materials characterization and packaging
— Detector mechanical design
— PMTs and readout 
— IBD Selection and Background studies 

Aboveground Detector R&D

PMT Selection

Materials Characterization

Readout and low-power HV

See: PSD Plastics talk (C. Roca)
 ROADSTR talk (C. Bravo)
 CHANDLER talk (K. Walkup)

Background simulation and IBD event selection sim
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MAD R&D Phase established two concepts with good performance potential

2D segmentation with 6Li-doped PSD plastic 3D segmentation with 6LiZnS & WLS plastic (CHANDLER)

@ 2MW/m2 flux, e.g. 
39m from 3GW reactor

(*) “effective counts” = S2/(S+2B)
roughly, number of background-free counts with same 1/sqrt(N) statistical significance 

(*)

Residual technical risks for both concepts most effectively resolved through build out at larger scale
Neither relative performance nor technical considerations provided a strong preference for either concept

§ Technical risk: plastic stability not fully qualified on 
multi-year time scale; standup of new material 
production

§ Technical risk: implementation of 3D event 
reconstruction & topological observables at scale
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MAD will proceed with 2 detector subsystems

Demonstrator with two subsystems will perform capability demonstrations and advance both technology concepts
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MAD Demonstration Goals and Options

CANDU, e.g. Pt. Lepreau

HFIR

Mobile system will be able to demonstrate technology & utility, plus collect benchmarks, at broad facility range

§ Technology Goals:
— Well characterized, sensitive, aboveground detector
— Validated background prediction capability

§ Utility Goals:
— Capability to access relevant environments
— Monitoring at multiple sites with minimal 

infrastructure, setup/teardown (hours timescale)
— Reliable, unattended operation in relevant 

environments (multi-month timescale)
— Monitoring capabilities: 
• Operational status  (minutes to days)
• Power  (hours to weeks)
• Burnup  (weeks to months)

§ Nuclear Data Goals:
— Benchmark measurements of flux and spectrum at 

multiple, unique reactor cores

— Unique online refueled CANDU core
— Analogue to some Advanced Reactors
— Under International Safeguards
— International partnership & cross border 

transport demonstration

— Research Reactor with frequent cycles
— “Low” flux technology demonstration
— Co-location with other monitoring projects
— Unique HEU core

PWR, e.g. North Anna

— Demonstrate Protected Area access
— “High” flux technology demonstration
— Operational status, power, and burnup 

monitoring capability demonstrations
— Benchmark LEU core

§ Potential Sites:
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§ There have been advances in technology and understanding of neutrino utility that motivate this 
new effort to develop a readily-mobile detection system

§ The MAD project takes guidance from Nu Tools by incorporating potential user and host feedback 
into system design

§ A simulation framework is being developed for detector performance prediction, design guidance, 
and validated background prediction

§ Two plastic-based detection concepts with complementary characteristics and good performance 
potential have been established
— MAD will incorporate subsystems based on both concepts to further advance these 

technologies

§ MAD will provide a Mobile Demonstrator system and foundational technology and knowledge for a 
broad range of Near-field Use cases

Conclusion
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Thank you for your attention


